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The materials in the Special Collection on the Training of
Teaching Assistants were developed through the active efforts
of numerous educators who first met at the 1986 National
Conference on the Institutional Responsibilities and Responses
in the Employment and Education ofTeaching Assistants held
at the Ohio State University. Assisted by more than 80
individuals, the committee chairs listed below were able to
establish the collection which will be developed and
maintained by the ERIC Clearinghouse for Higher Education.
This arrangement will enable faculty members, faculty
developers, administrators, TA supervisors, and graduate
teaching assistants to have access to TA training materials
produced by institutions across the nation.

Task Force on Establishing a National Clearinghouse
of Materials Developed for TA Training

Chair: Jody Nyquist, University of Washington

snbCOMMitteAC

ERIC Collection Committee- Chair: Margaret P,yately
University of Oklahoma

Council of Graduate Deans Clearinghouse - Chair: Sheila Caskey
Southeast Missouri State University

Exploration of a Review Process - Chair: Lynda Morton
University of Missouri

ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education - Marilyn Shorr

Clearinghouse on 1TA Materials - Janet Constantinides
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In This Issue: Training Graduate Student Instructors
This issue of Teaching at Berkeley

describes departmental and campus-wide
efforts to train and guide Graduate Stu-
dent Instructors (GS(s).

Page one highlights administrative
changes and grant opportunities. A
recent task force report identified needed
improvements in selecting, training and
evaluating GSIs. Their recommenda-
tions are summarized here. Proposed
changes in graduate student teaching
titles are discussed in another article. To
help faculty and departments undertake
a variety of training activities, the
campus makes; available special grants;
information on this grant program is
presenterr;below. Finally, page one
desaribesothi newly-created Office of

Educational Development (publisher of
this newsletter) and outlines the services
we provide.

Page two offers insights into an initial
training step: the orientation. Articles
describe both the genera-, campus-wide
Orientation Conference sponsored by the
Graduate Assembly each fall as well as
more specialized departmental orienta-
tions. In addition to conferences and
meetings, handbooks can help prepare
GSIs for teaching; page two discusses
such materials developed both by depart-
ments and the Graduate Assembly.

As GSIs practice their new craft, prob-
lems inevitably occur. To provide GSIs
with both support and information,

many departments have designed short-
term workshops. Articles on page three
describe departmental and campus-wide
workshops on a range of topics.

On pages fourond five, experienced
faculty members offer advice on working
with GSIs: methods for providing
comprehensive training; special problems
faced by GSIs who learned EngEsh as a
second language, and assuring 'con-
sistency in grading. Of special interest
are three articles describing good prac-
tices and offering tips for faculty, depart-
ments and GSI5. Foreign TAs will also
find a listing of resources to improve
their spoken English and to assist them
in teaching American students.

Many departments recognize the need
for permanent, long-term GSI training.
Various 300-level courses and seminars
are offered each semester, many as
required components of TA training.
Faculty members who teach these
courses describe their goals, formats and
instructional methods on pages six and
seven. Videotaping, often a major com-
ponent of these courses, is ell:cussed in
several articles.

Finally, page eight lists the names of
faculty members who have received
grants to improve teaching and learning.
This page also describes a program to
recognize outstanding contributions by
GSIL

Report Cites Areas For Improvement
Each year nearly 1800 Graduate Stu-

dent Instructors (GS1s) at Berkeley make
major contributions to teaching, particu-
larly at the freshman and sophomore lev-
els. For a number of years the pc..icies
and procedures relating to these GSIs
have been unclear, administrative chan-
nels have been diver- and poorly
defined; criteria and - esources for
appointment, training. .d supervision
of GSIs have been uneven or
undeveloped.

To help improve current practices, a
Committee on Graduate Student Instruc-
tors (COGS!) was established in 1983-84
by Vice Chancellot for Undergraduate
Affair- W. M. Laetsch, at the request of
the vice Chancellor Roderic B. Park.
Tne charge of the committee was to
examine current procedures and recom-
mend areas for improvement.

Members of COGS! Included Profes-
sor William Bade (Mathematics), Dr.
Barbara G. Davis (Office of Educational
Development), Professor Hugh Rich-
mond (English, and Chair of COGS!),
Dr. Kurt Lauridsen (Student Learning
Center), Ms. Mary Patterson (Graduate
Assembly), Professor Hanna Pitkin (Pol
itical Science), Professor Herbert Strauss
(Chemistry), Professor Marvalee Wake
(Zoology), and Professor David Wood
(Entomology and Parasitology and Asso-
ciate Dean of the Graduate Division).

The Committee delivered its report in
fall 1984, and its recommendations are
being reviewed by the Academic Senate
and the Administration.

In its report. the Committee recom-
mends clarifying and strengthening
policy-making and administrative net-
works at all levels, increasing resources
for training, encouraging departments to
achieve the best procedures for their
GSIs, and assuring advanced assignment
to departments of sufficient GSI posi-
tions to meet teaching needs.

Specifically, the Committee recom-
mends that the Administration identify
one senior administrator with general
oversight for GSI affairs: at present there
is no one authorized to coordinate pol-
icy. This officer would be assisted by a
committee of faculty and staff members.
appointed in consultation with the
Academic Senate, who are experienced in
training and supervising GSIs. In addi-
tion, the report recommends that every
department with GSIs identify a faculty
member or administrative position to
develop formal policy and procedures for
their GS1s.

The report stresses that departments
must ensure that Sts have mastery of
subject matter relevant to their apr iint-
ment, and that GSis who are not native
English speaker: have adequate skills in
writing and speaking English. Testing
and remedial programs should be pro-
vided and required when necessary.
Adequate orientation, training, and inser-
vice supervision should be estab! shed by
using both departmental resources and
campus support units.

To carry out these recommendations,
the report urges that the Administration
increase funding for departmental and
campus-wide programs.

The report recommends regular com-
munication among those concerned with
GSIs. such as an annual conference of
departmental officers to develop policy
and improve procedures. This confer-
ence would be planned by the GS, com-
mittee and presided over by the relevant
administrative officer.

To improve the use of GSI appoint-
ments. the report concludes. the principal
need is for firm leadership; systematic
consultation at all levels; adequate sup-
port of departmental and central pro-
grams; and reinforcements of faculty
involvement. Copies of the report are
available from the Office of Educational
Development, 273 Stephens, 2.6392.

OED: Options For Educational
Development

Need advice on ways to improve your
courses? Wondering how to strengthen
students' writing and speech skills?
Seeking suggestions for working
effectively with Graduate Student
Instructors?

The Office of ,Educational Des clop-
ment (formerly ca:Ied TIES. Instructional
improvement Support Services) can
answer these and other questions to help
faculty members evaluate and improve
their courses and curricula.

Among its activities, the office admin-
isters several Academic Senate grant and
award programs to recognize and
improve teaching and learning. The
Council on Educational Development
provides grants, from over one-thousand
to several thousand dollars, that are typi-
cally used to prepare new courses, plan
and improve departmental curricula, and
test and develop new modes of instruc-
tion. The Council also awards instruc-
tional travel grants to support faculty
members' participation in professional
meetings and conferences concerned with
the improvement of undergraduate and
graduate education. The Committee on
Teaching provides modest funds (no
more than $1000) for improving existing
courses, developing new courses, evaluat-
ing instruction, or assessing curricular
needs. Grants to strengthen the selec-
tion, guidance and training of Graduate
Student Instructors arc also available.
Through its award programs, the Com-

mittee on Teaching recognizes Dis-
tinguished Teachers and Outstanding
Teaching Assistants and Teaching Asso-
ciates.

The Office of Educational Develop-
ment also produces Teaching at Berkeley
and other publications, consults with
faculty members about design and
evaluation of instruction. offers
workshops and presentations on aspects
of teaching and learning, works closely
with the Academic Senate Committee on
Teaching and Council on Educational
Development on special initiatives, and
provides assistance to other units and
groups working to improve instruction.

Beginning this year. a Writing., and
Speech Coordinator will offer advice and
assistance to faculty members who wish
to improve their students' competency in
these areas. The new Coordinator,
Stephen K. Tollefson, a lecturer in Sub-
ject A and a recipient of the Dis-
tinguished Teaching Award, will be avail-
able to consult with faculty members and
Graduate Student Instructors. ittivities
planned for this year include compiling
information about campus writing and
speech topics, and preparing instruc-
tional and curricular materials

If you would like more information
about these activities or a brochure
describing the office's services, contact
the Office of Educational Development
(Barbara G. Davis. Director), 273
Stephens Hall, 642-6392.

Funding For The Future:
Grants Promote GSI Training

If you have an idea for improving
Graduate Student Instructor (GSI) train-
ing in your department, grants are avail-
able to help you carry out your project.

These special funds can be used to
develop orientation workshops, offer
seminars or courses, prepare handbooks
or resource files, or undertake other
activities that improve the selection,
training and guidance of GSIs.

Awards range between 5250 and
59000. Last year's average grant was
approximately $3.275 While the grants
cannot be used to fund GS! positions.
the Committee will review proposals
aimed at any aspect of GS1 development
or training. Aside from the activities
listed above, potential projects might
include hiring a GSI to serve as a Master
TA or purchasing audiosisual materials
to be used in GSI training.

Unacceptable proposals include

requests for a faculty member's summer
salary, one-time activities (e.g., guest
speakers or film rentals), or major equip-
ment purchases.

Applications will be assessed in terms
of the proposal's campus-wide impact.
the number of GSIs who will benefit, the
expected short-terns impact on the qual-
ity of GSI instruction, and the likelihood
of adoption or future funding by the
department.

In 1984-85. 18 of 23 applications
(78%) received some or all of the funding
requested. To ..pply for a grant. an
application form, available from tne
Office of Educational Development (273
Stephens; 2. 6392), must be completed
and submittal oy April 11, 1986.

For further information, lists of
funded projects, or assistance in develop-
ing a proposal. please contact the Of
of Educational Development.
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Change Proposed in Graduate Student
Teaching Titles

Roderic B. Park, The Vice Chancellor,
issued a menu, on June 25, 1985 propos-
ing that the titles -Teaching Assistant,
Teaching Fellow and Teaching Associate
(Student) be replaced by the single title
Graduate Student Instructor (GSI) as of
July 1, 1985, and that the use of the title
Acting Instructor to appoint continuing
graduate students be discontinued.

In describing this proposed change,
Vice Chancellor Park singled out four
established principles that had been
weakened in some instances over the
years. He noted that a) training and
experience in teaching are viewed by the
University as an integral part of graduate
education for most graduate students, b)
that, therefore, student teaching titles
should be reserved for registered gradu-
ate students, c) that student teaching
appointments should. insofar as is possi-
ble. involve increased responsibility with
increasing experience, and d) that such
appointments should continue to be lim-
ited to a total of four academic years in
order to make appointments available to
as many graduate students as possible.
The proposed change in titles is the first
step in assuring that future teacher
trainee positions are in closer conformity
with the University's educational goals.

During 1985.86 the Graduate Division
and the Administration, with the advice
and assistance of the Graduate Council
and the Graduate Assembly, will be exa-
mining intensively the area of graduate

student teaching and research appoint-
ments with a view to developing a struc-
ture and system that effectively carry out
the goals of graduate education on the
campus.

The new Graduate Student Instructor
title comprises four levels and a four step
salary scale which corresponds closely to
the present salary scales in use for gradu-
ate student appointments. Advancement
within range will be dependent upon
academic performance, progress toward
degree, teaching experience, and level of
responsibility in the teaching program.
Standards for advancement will be esta-
blished by individual departmnts and
programs within guidelines set by the
University. GSI appointments will be
limited to eight regular academic semes-
ters in total. although some exceptional
appointments beyond that period may.
as at present. be approved.

Vice Chancellor Park's memo
described this change as a trial measure
and called for comment from interested
parties. Concerns over the change have
been directed to the Vice Chancellor's
office and are being taken under advise-
ment.

Further revisions and more detailed
procedures will be forthcoming as the
campus Administration and the Gradu-
ate Division continue their study of gra-
duate student teaching and research
appointments.
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Orientations
GSIs In Their Element:
Chem Program Catalyst For Effective
Teaching
Marjorie Faitens, LECTURER
CHEMISTRY

Each year over one hundred new gra-
duate students enter the UC Berkeley
Chemistry Department. all of whom will
serve as teaching assistants during their
first semester. For many this will be
their first teaching experience. These
new Graduate Student Instructors (GSIs)
will serve in about eleven different
courses, teaching approximately 2200
freshmen and 1500 sophomores. Most
chemistry graduate Students will work as
TAs for three semesters, and many will
continue in academic careers. During
the first term of teaching. TAs often have
many unanswered questions about teach-
ing and are receptive to suggestions and
guidance concerning their teaching duties
and new ideas for experimentation in
teaching. Therefore, the Chemistry
Department believes it is valuable to
he'p TAs establish a good teaching pat-
tern early, a pattern which they can fol-
low in their subsequent teaching assign-
ments.

ties: safety equipment and use: and
teaching a lesson.

These discussions are augmented by
hands-on demonstr itions with laboratory
safety equipment. In the past, videotape
presentations have also been used for
this purpose. The leaders, who are
briefed earlier in the week, are given a
structured agenda to follow but are
allowed flexibility in their presentation.

At the conclusion of the workshop, the
trainers and participants relax during an
informal discussion session. Faculty
members who will be teaching during the
fall term are invited to join the group.
The highlight of the day is a slide presen.
tation session depicting various aspects
of the chemistry graduate student's
existence and glimpses into the lives of
the faculty members when they are not
doing chemistry.

The success of our orientation
workshop can be attributed to careful
planning, preliminary hard work and the
cooperation of the trainers. Our depart-
ment is fortunate to .hase experienced

Prospective Chemistry GS!, put the enzymes to work during orientation
activities In Latimer Hall

During the week before the beginning
of fall term, all incoming chemistry gra-
duate students attend a compulsory one-
day orientatiou in which the new gradu-
ate student instructors are trained by
eighteen to twenty experienced GSIs.
Two tr four faulty members usually par-
ticirete in the crientation as well.

Each participant receives the Chemis-
try TA Handbook and the agenda for the
day. After a brief introduction, the par.
ticipants are divided into groups of eight
to ten students and sent to the instruc-
tional lab rooms where most of the train-
ing activities take place. These are the
rooms where the graduate students them-
selves will eventually be teaching. Each
small group is led by two experienced
TAs who cover various aspects of teach-
ing including: first teaching day activi.

GSIs who are willing to give much of
their time, creativity and energy to help
make our workshops effective. Each
year, our Tks volunteer in greater
numbers than we need. The TA trainers
who help conduct the fall workshops get
no monetary remuneration for their time
and help. However, we have tradition-
ally invited them to a dinner to show our
appreciation.

For the past two years, the orientation
workshops have been funded by the
Department of Chemistry. Last year the
Committee on Graduate Student Instruc-
tors (COGS!) provided some funding to
pay the salaries of supervising head TA;
COGS! will be funding two-thirds of the
Chemistry Department's 1985.86 TA-
training programs.

GA Gives TAs Good Advice
As graduate students embark on their

teaching careers at Berkeley, they can
turn to a number of sources for informa-
tion and advice. A useful resource is the
Graduate Assembly TA Training Project
which is available to assist departments,
faculty, and graduate students
throughout the campus in their training
efforts. The TA Training Project is
devoted solely to the training of Gradu-
ate Student Instructors (GSIs). The
project's annual TA Training Conference
provides new and experienced GSIs with
opportunities to develop skills, explore
teaching techniques and identify
resources available on campus. The TA
Training Project also produces a hand.
book for GS!: and will publish a special
handbook for foreign TAs this fall. A
newsletter for GSIs is currently being

planned for the 1985.86 academic year.
All publications are available to members
of the campus community free- of-charge.

During the year, the project spots3rs a
series of workshops that offer advice on
instructional matters as well as other
issues of concern to GSIs. In addition.
staff members of the project advise and
collaborate with faculty and graduate stu-
dent; in individual departments in
implementing training programs.
Finally, the project serves as a campus.
wide clearinghouse for information on
TA training issues by conducting on-
campus surveys and communicating with
training programs at other colleges and
universities.

For more information, contact the TA
Training Project, Anthony Hall, 2.2175.

GA Orientation Conference
Robby Cohen, TA PROJECT COORDINATOR

To help teaching assistants prepare for
their instructional duties the Graduate
Assembly holds an annual TA Training
Conference just prior to the commence-
ment of toe academic year. This confer.
ence is campus-wide and is the single
largest TA training event at UC Berke-
ley. Over 400 TAs from almost all
departments typically attend the confer-
ence.

Conferences begin with a plenary ses-
sion and an address by a faculty
member, orienting TAs to their role and
responsibilities in undergraduate educe.
tion. Past speakers' have inciuded Pro-
fessors Richard Sutch (Economics) and
Steve Selvin (Public Health). Following
the plenary sessions. participants regroup
into workshops led by experienced TAs
and faculty, which provide new TAs with
practical advice on how to teach
effectively.

Workshops are divided into discipline
specific subjects and topics addressing
campus-wide instructional concerns. The
discipline specihc workshops allow TAs
in science, humanities, and social science
to deal with the special teaching -prob-
lems which occur in their own fields.
The more general workshops, such as
"teaching your first class." "overcoming
grading problems." "how to facilitate dis.
cussions" bring TAs from all the discip-
lines together encouraging a fruitful
exchange of ideas on teaching methods.

Workshops address not only conven-
tional pedagogical problems, but also the
complex array of cultural, social and
employment issues which confront TAs
at UC Berkeley. Included are discus-
sions of foreign TA problems, establish.
lag a classroom climate free from racial
and sexual prejudice, and TA rights and
obligations as employees.

Last year's most popular new
workshop offered TAs the opportunity to
hear the undergraduate view. The two
upper division workshop leaders had stir.
veyed t.;dergraduates in many discip-
lines and explained the best and worst
TA teaching practices from their perspec-
tives.

Pifer by Danlek 411/man

A bird's eye view of the Pelican Badding,
the home of the Graduate Assembly a
Used resource for teaching assistants

At the conference TAs are introduced
to the educational resources on campus
which offer assistance in teaching and
advising undergraduates. This introduc-s
tion is provided through exhibits which
are set up by representatives from -the
library system, the Student ..Leaming
Center, the Office of Educational
Development, the Counseling Center and
other instructional support units.

Although conference evaluations reveal
that graduate student instructors from all
levels find the sessions helpful, novice
TAs who always make up the majority of
conference participants are most appreci-
ative of the training. These inexperi-
enced TAs, who often enter their first
semester of teaching with little under-
standing of instructional problems and
methods, find the practical teaching tips
offered by veteran TAs and faculty a crit-
ical first step in learning to teach.

GSIs Learn By The Book
A useful means for orienting Graduate

Student Instructors (GSIs) to their
instructional responsibilities is through a
handbook. This form allows for the
compilation of essential information in a
format that can be easily retained by
GSIs. When necessary, handbooks can
be updated and revised to include new
ideas or new procedures.

At the campus-wide level, the Gradu-
ate Assembly TA Training Project's
handbook, Learning to Teach, provides
pertinent information to teaching assis-
tants in a variety of disciplines. The
handbook, available to members of the
campus community without charge.
acquaints TAs with the instructional
problems commonly encountered at the
university, and offers practical advice on
how to resolve them.

Most of the articles in the handbook
are written by experienced teaching assis-
tants, as lois is the group most familiar
with the special teaching problems con-
fronting TAs. The book hnins by
explaining the initial teaching concerns
which TAs encounter at the beginning of
the semester; how to prepare for and
conduct the first class, what to expect
from undergraduate students and how to
approach the problem of motivating
them. The handbook also offers a
chapter on teaching strategies appropn-
ate in different disciplines, including ani.
cks from TAs in the sciences. humanities
and social sciences. The troublesome
problems which arise in grading under.
graduate work are explored in the book.
as are the teaching methods needed to
lead meaningful and lively discussions
class. Finally, the handbook provides

detailed information on course adminis-
tration and procedures, instructional
resources, financial assistance and
employment matters.

The Graduate Assembly will be distri-
buting the handbooks to departments
during the first week of clause' If your
department is in need of handbooks
please contact the TA Training Project,
Anthony Hall, 2-2175.

Several departments have also
developed handbooks as a way to address
the teaching concerns of a particular dis-
cipline and to discuss specific adminis-
trative and departmental procedures.
Such handbooks exist for GSIs in, the
departments of History, Chemistry, and
Economics, for example. The English
Department has produced a handbook
specifically for instructors in the IA-1B
series. The Mathematics Department
provides its GSIs with a pamphlet enti-
tled Chalking It Up (Random
House/Birkhauser Series). These depart-
mental handbooks focus on a number of
similar topics, including such issues as
administering assignments: grading; the
first day of class; and how to conduct an
effective discussion. Each handbook.
however. also looks at the specific con.
cent and problems encountered in the
particular discipline. e.g., laboratory
safety, using the blackboard to explain
problems, and helping students write an
essay.

Departments that are interested in
developing a handbook for their GSIs
can apply for a grant from the Commit.
tee on Graduate Student Instructors.
Contact the Office of Educational
Development (273 Stephens Hall; 2.
6392) for more information.
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Something For Everyone:
Campus Offers GSI Workshops

Several campus units offer short-term
workshops for GSIs that can supplement
a department's training activities. These
workshops can help GSIs improve their
teaching effectiveness, review student
exams and papers more effectively, and
handle a variety of classroom situations
and problems. Workshop seekers can
SUM to:

The Bay Area Writing Project
5635 Tolman Hall
Contact: James Gray, 2-0963

GSIs can enroll in workshops and
courses related to the teaching of writing
offered by the Bay Area Writing Project.
The project can also arrange classes for
interested GSIs and departments.

The Counseling Center
Building T-5
Cor.tact: Jane Moorman, 2.2366

The Counseling and Psychological Ser-
vices (CPS) units (Psychiatry. Counseling
and Student Advising) do outreach with
GSIs around specific teaching concerns at

- 41111111111'
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Graduate Assembly
TA Training Project
Anthony Hall
Contact: Robby Cohen, 2.2877

In addition to the orientation \Inference,
TA handbook, and other refs -A services
for Graduate Student Instructors, the TA
Training Project of the Graduate Assem-
bly offers a series- of workshops each
semester, addressing a variety of issues
that confront GSIs. These workshops are
designed by TAs with faculty assis-
tance and provide practical advice on
teaching and the educational process.
The GA has also held a number of
workshops focusing on problems of
racism. sexism and OSI overwork. In
addition, several workshops each stmts
ter focus on specific problems confront-
ing GSIs in the different disciplines.
Included in last semester's workshops
were such topics as: Teaching in the Phy-
sical 'Sciences; A Workshop for Foreign
TM; Race and Education at UC Berke-
ley; and TA Employment Problems.

a

Partidpants In Graduate Assembly TA workshop ponder pedagogical problems

the request of academic departments and
the Graduate Assembly.

The Disabled Students' Program
2515 Channing Way
Contact: Sharon Bonney, 2-0518

Workshops, as well as printed materials
and private consultations, are offered to
GSIs interested in providing academic
accommodation for disabled students in
related course activities.

The Office of Educational
Development
273 Stephens Hall
Contact: Stephen Tollefson, 2-6392

Since.writing and speaking are two skills
that cross all course boundaries, the OED
provides woe-hops, videotapes, and
private consultations to help OSIs learn
more about how to encourage, respond
to, and finally evaluate students' writing
and speaking. Workshops focus on the
individual subject arras of GSIs, drawing
on their own students' work and on
expectations and opportunities for writ-
ing and speaking in a given discipline.
Participants wit' discuss how grammar,
organization, development, and style
affect the content of a particular piece of
work.

The Student Learning Center
Building T-8
Contact: Ronald P. Drucker,
2-7332 or 2-0982

Workshops show participating GSIs how
to teach specific skills in writing and nit-
ical reading in the course of classroom
instruction. The one-hour long presenta-
tions, which are tailored to the needs of
participating GSIs, cover such topics art
Where and How to Intervene in the
Writing Process; Establishing Guidelines
for Student Papers; Leading a Discussion
Group; Making an Essay Assignment
Work; Evaluating Student Papers:
Responding to Students for Whom
English is a Second Language; and Learn-
ing From Texts.

Subject A
216 Dwindle Annex
Contact: Kim Davis, 2.5570

Senior Subject A staff conduct workshops
on writing evaluation and instruction as
a part of the course work in a variety of
disciplines. Departments and GSIs
should consult with Subject A at least
two weeks in advance so that workshops
may be designed for the specific course.

Percentapt of departments requiring orientations, workshops, consultations,
and courses:

Large
Departments

(Appointing more than 15 TAs: n - 20)
TAs are required to:

Small
Departments

(n . 46)

Attend departmental orientation session 70% 35%
Consult with professor/master TA about teaching 55% 81%
Enroll in 300-level course 45% 26%
Read departmental handbook, files, materials 35% 33%
Attend departmental workshops, meetings, seminars 30% 42%

t From UCB Report on Graduate Student Instructors, 1984.

Econ Grad Students Profit From
Training
Laura Tyson, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
ECONOMICS

During the summer of 1980, the
Economics Department initiated a Train-
ins Program for Graduate Stoticat
Instructors. The program has run con-
secutively for five years, funded in part
by a grant from the Committee on Gra-
duate Student Instructcrs and in part by
the department itself. During this period
he department has appointed an average
of about seventy of its graduate students
each academic year as teaching assistants
or associates, mainly in large undergra-
duate lecture courses. As a result of
heavy enrollment demand in undergradu-
ate Economies courses, the department
has generally been able to hire all of its
graduate students seeking a teaching
position and has occasionally hired
qualified students from other depart-
ments as well.

At the beginning of each academic
year, approximately one-half of the stu-
dents hired as 0515 have no previous
teaching experience; they are assigned to
serve in Economics I, the introductory
undergraduate course in economics. A
primary objective of the department's
training program is to provide these
inexperienced GSIs with a basic under-
standing of their responsibilities and
some of the problems frequently encoun-
tered in Economics L

Since its inception, the training pro-
gram has had two main features: annual
workshops on topics relevant to the tasks
of economics teaching assistants; and a
reference handbook that summarizes and

elaborates on these topics. The main
topics covered in both she workshop and
handbook have included: the role and
responsibilities of the Graduate Student
Instructor in economics; construction
and grading of problem sets and exami-
nations; the pr:vention and handling of
cheating; how to conduct office hours;
GSI/student support; ecturing and dis-
cussion techniques; and administrative
details specific to the Economics Depart-
ment. Both the workshops and the hand-
book have been designed to complement
the content of the Graduate Assembly
TA Training Project in which economics
teaching assistants have been encouraged
to participate.

Each year the information presented in
the workshops and handbook is revised
to reflect changes in both University and
departmental procedures. For example,
this year the handbook will be revised to
explain the new ACE procedures and
associated OSI responsibilities and the
new computerized grading procedure
adopted in Economics

A final aspect of our training efforts is
evaluation. Each semester, the depart-
ment administers formal OSI evaluations
which are examined by the Department's
Vice -chair in of OSI training.
Those students encountering teaching
difficulties are advised about methods for
improving teaching. To en.ourage and
acknowledge excellence in 'graduate stu-
dent instruction the department recorM
mends students with. outsU itding teach-
ing records for the Umversit is award for
distinguished teaching by Teaching Assis-
tants and Associates.

Poli Sci Elects Training Program
For New Term
Jack atria, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
POLMCAL SCIENCZ

In the course of a year, 100 teaching
assistants and readers are employed in
several lower-division and upper-division
Political Science courses. Unfortunately,
most of the graduate students appointed
to these positions for the first time have
no teaching experience or knowledge of
the administrative and educational con-
text relevant to Berkeley undergraduates.
Our faculty have recognized that more
systematic attention toward TA training
would contribute to the quality of under-
graduate education as well as to the pro-
fessional training of graduate students.

particular attention to classroom prob-
lems that arise in dealing with students
of diverse levels of preparation and a
range of backgrounds.

We have also found it useful to direct
workshops at particular political science
issues, e g., political theory or methodol-
ogy, using faculty and experienced GSIs
as guest lecturers. These workshops are
most valuable for first-time TAs when
offered at the beginning of the semester.

While these training workshops can be
extremely bheficial to Graduate Student
Instructors, it is also essential for GS1s to
discuss issues raised in these workshops
with faculty or experienced TAs so that
new instructors can benefit from others'

"Our faculty have recognized that more systematic attention
toward TA training would contribute to the quality of undergra-
duate education as well as to the professional training of gradu-
ate students."

Jack Citrin, Associate Professor, Political Science

As a result, in 1984-85, the Political
Science Department appointed a TA
resource person on an experimental
basis. Christine Schoefer, a graduate stn.
dent and teaching assistant, herself, acted
in this capacity. Ms. Schoefer, aided in
part by myself, held TA training
workshops, met with individual Gradin
ate Student Instructors (GSIs), and con-
ducted research to assess the need for
continuing a formal TA training project
within the department.

In conducting workshops, we have
found that some sessions must be sen-
eric, i.e., of relevance to all GSIs no
matter what courses they teach, while
some sessions must also address the ape-
dal problems of particular courses. At
the general level, workshops can be
devoted to: the role and responsibility of
the TA; the first day of class: conducting
discussion sessions: teaching critical
reading. writing, and thinking; and grad-
ing papers and exams. Moreover, we
believe it is important to address specific
types of TA/student interactions with

comments and feedback. Thus, in addi-
tion to the workshops, we plan to offer in
1985.86 two general consultins sessions
each semester. One will be a question-
and-answer session for all GSIs and the
faculty members with whom they will be
working. This will provide an opportun-
ity to discuss general issues about teach-
ing. Another general session, at which
opinions and suggestions from undergra-
duates soil be solicited, is also scheduled.
The results of these meetings will be
summarized in writing and distributed to
graduate students.

Using funds from a grant awarded by
the Committee on Graduate Student
Instructors, and based on the success of
Ms. Schoefer's work this past year, we
plan to expand the TA training program
in the Political Science Department in
1985.86. Not only will we offer the
above-described workshops and consulta-
tion sessions. but we will also prepare a
handbook for TAs and examine the pos-
sibility of more formalized evaluation
procedures at the end of the semester.
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Working With Graduate Students
Nouvelle Methods For French TAs
Gerard Jim, SENIOR LECTURER
FRENCH

When the Chairman of ti. French
Department invited me to Berkeley in
1965, he handed me a copy of The Slate,
the student course advisory for incoming
freshmen. Sharply critical, The Slate
unequivocally urged students to avoid
the French Department citing lack of
direction, training, and poor teacting
ability among the teaching assistants.
The chairman challenged me to change
this sad situation. I answered that with
the full backing of the department,.1
could try.

When I arrived at Berkeley, I found
that lower-division French courses wane
entrusted to the newest assistant profes-
sor who often viewed the task as an
academic purgatory. I quickly learned
that lower-division TAs were left com-
pletely on their own and had little train-
ing or interest in teaching elementary
French. I immediately ,banned English
from the dassroms and initiated ,a
series of bi-weekly meetings for Graduate
Student Instructors (0515) in a given
course. The sessions focused on the gen-
eral tenets of language acquisition, the
various te.thods then in practice, and
the advantages of our approach. In each
meeting we answered the following ques-
tions:

What do your students know so far?
What do we want to introduce, drill,
explain, and verify?

How do we approach new material
based on what we have done so far?

Why do it this way? Is there a better
way?

What type of exercise could we devise
to ascertain that students understand
and use a specific structure spontane-
ously in harmony with the materials
acquired previously, and in the context
of meaningful practice?

To better demonstrate the new tech-
niques, I began teaching a pilot French I
and French 11 section personally and
invited GSIs to attend. Further, we esta-
blished a visitation procedure still in
existence. Each TA receives at least two
visitors, another faculty member and
myself. Each visit is followed by a dis-
cussion. Periodically we use video ser-
vices to tape a particular class and com-
ment on it in a playback session with all
the GSIs of a given course. In a similar
vein, we produced a film in 1972 demon-
strating our methodology. To our
delight, the film has been shown at cam-
puses throughout the country.

The increased training initially created
workload problems for the GSIs. We
resolved this situation by incorporating
meetings, observation of demonstration
classes, and other learning activities into
a methodology course granting units.
This allowed GSts to satisfy their study
list requirement while they devoted
twenty hours per week to their teacher-
training, teaching, and preparation.

Within a few short years The Slate
celebrated the "excellence of the French
TAs and the French lower-division pro-
gram." Enrollments, which had been
decreasing, swelled. Even with the elimi-
nation of the language requirement in
1970, our er* .Iments were maintained
and began to rise spin. In 1965, the
department enrolled between 35 and 40
TAs. Today that number is close to 70.
Etch TA teaches a section of no-more
than twenty-five students and the total
lower-division enrollment stands between
1500 and 1750 students.

While numbers alone do not prove the
validity of our accomplishments in
language teaching, they indicate to what
extent we held back the tide, or, more
precisely, the withdrawing tide. Our
lower-division program in French never
suffered the throes of declining enroll-
ment or interest, as was generally the
case in foreign languages throughout
American universities in the 1970s. This
unfortunate phenomenon was most often
blamed on abandoning language require-
ments, but much of the fault also lay
with faculty methodology and improperly
prepared langame teachers. Today,
teacher-training is taken more seriously
at the university level and second
language acquisition has become a more
sophisticated discipline than it was
twenty years ago. Curriculum guidelines
for foreign language, at both the secon-
dary and college levels everywhere, now
clamor with the support and approval
of nearly the entire profession . for
both communicative competency and
demonstrable oral proficiency. We
appear to have been twenty years ahead
in this department since communicative
oral competency, and, hence proficiency,
have always been the mainstay of our
program. Our Graduate Student Instruc-
tors, for two decades, have wanted to
demonstrate for themselves what they see
demonstrated in classes taught by master
teachers, namely, that American college
students not only are eminently capable
of attaining proficiency in a foreign
language but they can immensely enjoy
the entire learning process leading to that
satisfaction.

Tips For Faculty

Efforts by individual faculty members
can improve the quality of graduate stu-
dent instruction and can benefit the Gra-
duate Student Instrictor (GSI), the
undergraduate and the faculty. The
suggestions that follow can be readily
implemented and are aimed at encourag-
ing greater faculty interactions with GSIs
in the preparation for and actual teach-
ing of specific courses.

Set up a meeting to discuss the course
and the GSIs' role thoroughly before
the semester begins (covering such
topics as procedures, responsibilities,
grading, and best ways of spending
time in sections).

Give GSIs a copy of the course syl-
labus and readings at least a week
before class begins.

Recommend additional readings on
course topics unfamiliar to GSIs.

Get GSis together with those who
have taught the course in previous
years, so that new GSIs can benefit
from the experience of their predeces-
sors regarding best ways of spending

time in sections, chief problems stu-
dents may experience, ways of stimu-
lating discussion, and so on.

Require 6515 to attend course lectures
regularly, so that GS.s know what
material has been covered and how.

Schedule faculty member's own office
hours at different times than the GSIs'
in order to maximize students' oppor-
tunities to consult with course staff.
Ask GSIs to give instructors brief
weekly written reports on any prob-
lems the students may be having in the
course (e.g.. 'List the 2 things that
caused students the most difficulty in
class last weal.
Get together with GSIs regularly to
discuss how the course is going.

Get together with GSIs to design
course assignments and exams and to
develop common criteria for grading.

Review a sample of GSIs' comments
and/or grades on at least the first set of
essays, problem sets, quizzes or lab
reports.
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History Professor James Kenner and graduate-itudent pore over
undergraduate bluebooks

TAs Mark Time:
History Examines Age-Old Grading
Problem

James Kenner, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
HISTORY

As teaching assistants and readers, gra-
duate students often have major respon-
sibility for grading student work. Grades
are an integrel part of undergraduate glee
dents' educational experiences (perhaps
more important than we would like) and
can be a gauge as to how students are
responding to the course. For these ma-
sons, it is important that the instructor
and the TA/reader communicate rep-
lady and effectively on the subject of
grading. This can minimize any incon-
sistencies in the grading procedures and
keep both faculty and graduate students
apprised of the extent to which students
are understanding the material.

In my own courses, graduate students
are responsible for grading essay exams
and take-home papers (under my super-
vision) and thus must be able to assess
each student's argument and presenta-
tion. I advise TAs to comment briefly,
objectively, and impersonally in the mar-
gins of the essay and to make a short
general statement at the end: v.g., "this
shows that you have mastered a lot of
information, but you have not quite
responded to the questions"; or, "your
argument is convincing but the essay
could have been more effectively organ-
ized and supported with more specific
evidence." This helps explain the basis
of the grade to the students and will be
useful later (to professors and TM alike)
if the student wishes to discuss the exam-
ination or assignment. The TA- might
identify the "best" response to each
exam question so that copies an be
retained to show other students.

I also provide my TAs with the follow-
ing framework to help them determine
the letter grades for students' work:

Mange: I like to be pretty onset vs-
tive with A stades, a little more generous
with A-. These essays and papers should
be directly responsive to the main issues
and the "subtleties" of the question
posed. The argument should be clear,

logically organized, and supported by
well-chosen evidence. Usually it is not
difficult to recognize stand-out essays.

13-range: These should also be respon-
sive to the issues, though they may leave
out some "obvious" elements or have
some weaknesses in evidence or argu-
ment. Minor errors of fact, digressions
from the topic, skimpiness of evidence,
or exclusive reliance on a single, lecture
or reading will distinguish these from
Mange essays.

Orange: These should show some
command of the course materials, but
they will probably lack focus and include
materials not really relevant to the ques-
tion. Penis' treatment of the key issues,
lack of organization, all facts and no
argument, or all argument and no facts,
majorerrors, etc., will characterize these
exams.

D and below: Incoherence, minimal
control of evidence, emphasis on ideas
irrelevant to the question, etc., will make
these as easily identifiable as the A-range
essays.

Because paper assignments for my hi
tory courses are identical in type to
examination questions, I ask TAs to
weigh basically the same kinds of de-
ments as on the exams: relevance, organi-
zation, and effective support of the argu-
ment by specific examples. Because the
examinations are written under time
pressure, I usually advise the TAs to
tolerate some lapses in form (for exam-
ple, minor spelling or grammatical
errors) if they do not seriously comprom-
ise the clarity of the argument. I do
encourage the TM to give more t eight
to such matters in assessing papers.

I have found it useful to review
periodically through the semester a tam.
ple of TAs' graded papers or exams
across sections. This assures that the
same standards are consistently being
applied. I have also found it useful to
meet regularly with TAs regarding their
grading practices so that they are
informed about my standards and expec-
tations.

Inform GM about campus resources
for referring students who need
tutorial assistance. advice, or counsel
beyond that which the GSI is qualified
to give.

Arrange for GSIs to be evaluated by
their students (midsemester and at the
end of the semester) and discuss the
results of these evaluations in ways
that will help the GSIs improve their
teaching.

Visit GSI sections at !east once during
the term and talk with each GSI con-
structively about his/her strengths and
weaknesses.

Set up a schedule of classroom visits
so that each 051 is visited by two

other GSIs, so that they may give each
other constructive criticism end 'tips'
for improving specific &specs of their
teaching. (The Office e Educational
Development has guidelines for class-
room visits.)

Contact the Office of Educational
Television and Radio to arrange to
have someone talk to the GM about
the opportunities for having their sec-
tions videotaped so give them addi-
tional feedback on their teaching (con-
tact Ann Juell at 2. 2535).

Inform GS: of other resources (such
as those listed in this issue of Teaching
at Berkeley ) to help them improve
their teaching.
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Formula Multiplies Foreign GSIs'
Language Skills
William Bade, PROFESSOR
MATHEMATICS

Became of its large teaching load. the
Department of Mathematics appoints
between 110 and 130 teaching assistants
each semester. Teaching assistantships
are often the only major form of finan.
cial support mailable to our graduate
students. To attract the best students
from around the world, we must offer
these positions to students whom we
have not necessarily been able to inter.
view. Inevitably, new Graduate Student
Instructors (GSIs) arrive in Berkeley who
have had inadequate training in spoken
English and often cannot be understood
by students and cannot understand stu-
dents' questions. The TOEFL (Test of
English as a Foreign Language), with its
focus on writing and grammar. is not a
reliable guide to oral skills. Conse
quently, we needed a way to test foreign
applicants in speaking skills, as well as a
means for improving the spoken English
of those already here.

The Test of Spoken English (TSE) of
the Educational Testing Service appears
to be ; 'an appropriate instrument for
screening foreign applicants. In 1983 we
began requiring the TSE of these stu.
dents in our department. As we did to,
we found we needed to know in a practi-
cal sense what a given TSE score means.
Under the auspices of a grant from the
Committee on Graduate Student Instruc-
tors, we selected a group of nine current
students (from China, Korea and Poland)
known to have problems with spoken
English and gave them the TSE in early
December 1983. Beginning in Janu:,v
1984. these students attended a special
ten-week course given- by the English
Language Program at UC Extension. In
May 1984, after retaking the 'ISE, most
students scored considerably higher. The
experiment has been successful in both
establishing criteria for selecting TAs and
demonstrating that the oral English skills
of foreign TM can be greatly improved
through a carefully designed course of
limited duration.

The TSE consists of seven sections,
each involving a particular speech
activity. These range from reading a
printed passage to such tasks as describ-
ing a bicycle in as much detail as possi-
ble. The examinee's responses are

recorded on tape which is sent to Prince-
ton for grading. Each response is given a
rating on comprehensibility, pronuncia-
tion. ;Ammar and fluency. Averages are
computed, and an overall comprehend.
bility score is derived which ranges from
0 to 300. In addition, special diagnostic
scores are provided for the different qual-
ities of speech. Applicants can take the
TSE, along with the TOEFL. at test
centers throughout the world. The cost
is $40 per test, and reports are sent
directly to institutions.

In our first year of requiring the TSE
of foreign TA applicants we asked for a
score of 250. As a result of our experi-
ence I believe that standard was too high.
Applicants with a score of at least 220
should be considered. Moreover, it
seems won, to establish rigid cutoff
scores. Other factors must be weighed.

1 believe that Mathematics is the first
department on this campus to use the
TSE. However, it is being used widely in
this country. At least 50 universities
now require or recommend TSE scores
for TA applicants.

Looking toward a possible program for
our campus. we should not only require
the TSE of incoming foreign Graduate
Student Instructors, but should also pro-
vide a remedial program of English
instruction in which students have par-
tial responsibilities for the costs. Classes
should consist only of graduate students
who are currently teaching or who are
preparing to teach.

As part of an overall program, a
means of testing English proficiency on
campus will be necratry e TSE Pro-
gram offers the Speaking Proficiency
English Assessment Kit (SPEAK) for
direct purchase by university-affiliated
English language institutes. The kit uses
retired tests from the TSE international
program. With the kit comes a self-
instructional training manual that
explains how to administer the test. It
might be possible for the campus to
designate a unit to test students with
SPEAK for the benefit of all depart-
ments.

Judging by the Math department's sue-
cess with the TSE and related ESL
course, I would encourage other depart-
ments that rely extensively on foreign
GSIs to adopt, or experiment with, simi-
lar measures.

Resources For Foreign GSIs

Foreign 0Sis can turn to a number of
campus courses and resources to improve
their oral fluency and skills in teaching
American students. These include:

Subject A for NonNative Speakers
of English

216 Dwindle Annex
Contact: June McKay, 2.5975

Tsvc courses devoted to spokta
English are offered Subject A 35A and
Subject A 35B. Both classes, which pro-
vide 2 units for study list filing and 0
units toward graduation, meet for three
I-hour lecture/discussion classes and one
1-hour language lab per week. The
courses cover English pronunciation, oral
comprehension, and fluency. Although
both are andergraduate courses, graduate
students have enrolled in the past. 35A
meets in fall and spring semesters: 35B
meets only in the spring.

UC Extension
2223 Fulton Street (Berkeley)
Contact: Tony Vigo or

Ellen Rosenfield. 2-9833

Several courses some meeting for as
little as fit e weeks and some for an entire
semester train interested students.
GS1s and faculty in oral English skills.
UC Extension charges a fee for all classes
(ranging from $270 to S1000), and offers
courses in both Berkeley and San Fran-
cisco. Courses focus on various aspects

of English communication, including
idiomatic expressions, accent improve-
ment, and listening skills. In addition.
UC Extension will trailer courses to the
needs of departments or groups ar.d offer
instruction on-site. 051s, who have been
referred by a faculty member, may some-
times be provided complimentary enroll-
ments in the Berkeley classes on a space-
available basis.

Language Laboratory
B-50 Dwindle
Contact: Victoria Williams, 2-0767

The Language Lab has a variety of
self-study tapes fee speakers whose first
language is not English. The tapes vary
in length and difficulty, and are most
useful in conjunction with tutoring so
that students can receive feedback on
their progress. The Lab's hours are
Monday-Thursday. 8am-6ptt Friday.
Sam -5pm; and Saturday, I Osm.2pm.

Handbook for Foreign 7:4s
Graduate Assembly
Anthony Hall
Contact: TA Training Project.

2.2877

The Graduate Assembl. has compiled
a handbook for foreign TAs containing
information on teaching American stu-
dents. Also included is a listing of tutor-
ing and other resources for foreign born
TAs interested in improving their spoken
English.
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Tips For Departments
The following guidelines can be imple-

mented at the departmental level to
improve the selection, training and
evaluation of Graduate Student Instruc-
tors (GM).

Assign an individual or committee
with primary responsibility for matters
related to the appointment, training
and -supervision of graduate student
tea.hers.

Develop formal policy statements on
the rights and responsibilities of GLIs
and on procedures for appointing and
reappointing graduate student teach-
ets.

Appoint and reappoint GSIs on the
basis of command of both spoken and
written English, command of the sub-
ject matter and potential or demon-
strated teaching ability
Develop a plin for training GSIs.
Involve both faculty and GSIs in the
process to assure that the needs of
GM, faculty and undergraduates will
be met.

Make apprentice teaching opportuni-
ties available to graduate students
regardless of career goals if possible
and practical.

Provide critical feedback to the novice
teaching assistant throughout his or
her first semester.

Provide Orientations for new GM'
before they undertake their duties, dis-
cussing roles, responsibilities and other
issues related to being a TA.

Use campus -wide training activities tc
supplement (but not replace) depart.
mental training aforts.

Capitalize on experienced GSIs by
informally involving them with new
GSIs in 'buddy pairings,' in small
group discussions, or through written
legacies.

Use centralized training 'and resources
to increase GS! sensitivity to the class-
room climate and the conditions and
needs of tainority students and dis-
abled students.

Arrange for apprentice teachers to
receive feedback about their teaching
(from student questionnaires, video-
tape. or observations by peers, head
TAs, or faculty members) during the
middle of their, first teaching term, in
the spirit of improvement.
Formally evaluate new and experi-
enced GSIs at the end of a semester
through student questionnaires and
observations by a faculty member or
TA coordinator.

If appropriate, appoint a 'Master TA-
with clearly defined dutles, status and
pay, who coordinates OSI activities for
large courses with many sections, con
ducts demonstration classes or orient*
tion sessions for new GSIs, observes
and monitors 051 performance and, in
general. provides a liaison between
OSIs and faculty.

In departments with large numbers of
GS1s, offer 300-level courses aimed at
demonstrating and perfecting teaching,
skills.

Initiate a series of workshops or collo-
quia on teaching to which GSIs as well
as faculty are invited.

Identify procedures for OSI training so
that it is not solely dependent upon
the efforts of a single individual.

Tips for GSIs
Graduate Student Instructors (GSIs)

can influence their own teaching experi-
ences through a variety of methods
designed to enhance and develop teach.
ins skills. The following are a few help.
ful susgestions for GSIs:

Initiate meetings with those who
have been GSIs for the course in pre-
vious years in order to benefit from
their experiences regarding the best
ways of spending time in sections,
chief problems students may
encounter, ways of stimulating dis-
cussion, etc.

Talk with the faculty member about
the problems that arise in teaching
and ask for "tips" on how to handle
difficulties.

Attend course lectures, whether
required or not, to know what
material has been covered, be better
prepared in sections to fill gaps,
correct misunderstandings, etc.

Keep a brief record of what works
and what doesn't (e.g., with assign.
ments); this will provide a guide for
making c'..nges in the next offering
of the course.

Ask the faculty member to review
comments and/or grades on at least
the first set of essays, problem sets,
quizzes or lab reports, and discuss
with the faculty member criteria for
grading and the best ways to gist. stu.
dents feedback.

Identify students having difficulty in
the course and give individual help
where possible, referring more
difficult problems to the instructor.

Ask the faculty member to visit sec-
tions at least once during the term to
evaluate strengths and weaknesses
and to make cauestions for improve-
ment.

Contact the Office of Educational
Television and Radio to arrange to
have a elan videotaped to get addi-
tional feedback on teaching (the per-
son to contact is Ann Judi at 642-
2535).

Ask the department to recommend
other resources to help improve
teaching. e.g., departmental orient*
tions, workshop/colloquia, 300
courses, the Graduate Assembly,
other campus units, GS1 handbooks,
and journals concerned with teaching.

4=4.
PM, a by Dante* Spellman

Foreign GSIs home their language skills In Subject A class for non-natire
speakers of English
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A to Z For GSIs
Jon Wagner, COORDINATOR
PROFESSIONAL and COMMUNITY SERVICES
GRADUATE SCVOOL of EDUCATION

Does experience in preparing students
to teach in surrounding schools suggest
strategies for better preparing graduate
students to teach in this "school" (UC
Berkeley)? Several of us in the Graduate
School of Education thought that it
might, and a preliminary assessment of
the course we designed with this in mind

Education 380: Professional Training
for Teaching Assistants encourages us
to think that we were right.

Education 380 itself has been on the
books for some time. Formerly it was
used by individual rarity members to
train teaching assistants who worked
with them directly. However, during this
past academic year with support from
a grant from the Committee on Graduate
Student Instructors we revised this
course to serve as a more general "practi-
cum," for graduate students from across
the campus who work in language
intensive subject areas." such as the
social sciences and humanities.

Our revisions were guided by three
assumptions. First, that courses for
which undergraduate students must do a
great deal' of reading and writing gen
crate a characteristic set of teaching chat.
lenges, regardless of the academic depart-
ments involved. Second, that teaching
assistants could confront these challenges
with more imagination and success if
they enrolled concurrently in a formal
course which required them to observe,
describe, and reflect upon their owe
teaching practice. And third. that the
structure of a graduate "practicum" was
a reasonable way to guide teaching assis-
tants through this process and bring
them into greeter contact with the wealth
of teaching expertise present on the
Berkeley campus.

The course we designed met as a sem-
inar once a week for 90 minutes. Stu-
dents were assigned articles and books

which desc -td a variety of effectise
teaching tes iques, analyzed issues
(such as writii.g conventions in different
academic disciplines), or examined the
special role played by graduate students
in college-level instruction. Students
were also given several "field assign-
ments" through which they observed
other classes and analyzed their own
repertoire of teaching practices.

Class sessions were used for three
related purposes: to discuss each gradu-
ate student's current teaching assignment
in terms of issues addressed by the prac-
ticum, to review field assignments and
course readings, and as "workshops"
through which students could develop
new teaching strategies and techniques.

The "field assignments" required stu
dents to observe other University teach.
en at work and were guided by a set of
questions about teaching practices, the
"shape" of the class session, student par-
ticipation. etc. For their first observation
Grittuate Student Instructors (GSIs)
selected courses within their own major
field. While this was valuable in some
respects, they found the subject matter
itself to be so interesting that they had a
hard time paying attention to the
pedagogic structure of the class. In their
second "field assignment," the GS!: were
asked to observe a teacher in a subject
area quite removed from their own. In
terms of classroom analysis, this assign-
ment was far more successful and gen.
crated some extremely ialuable insights
into how class sessions can be organized
and taught.

To conduct the "workshop" sessions.
technical consultants were recruited from
the Subject A Program, the Office of
Educational Development, and the Stu-
dent Learning Center. For example,
Steve Tollefson (Subject A) Came for two
sessions to discuss strategies and tech-
niques for "marking student papers" and
"assigning productive essay topics." At
another session, Barbara Davis (Office of
Educational Development) demonstrated
useful techniques for conducting mid-

term course evaluations Workshop ses-
sions were also scheduled with Mike
Hardie (Student Learning Center) on
-when to intervene in the writing pro-
cess," and with Gordon Cox (Sttdent
Learning Center) on "learning from
text." Robbie Cohen (The Graduate
Assembly) also came for one session to
discuss the "professionalization" of
teaching assistants.

GSIs enrolled in the course vale
encouraged to apply techniques acquired
through workshops and field observations
to their own teaching assignments. They
were also encouraged to think through
pedagogical concepts and assumptions
behind their teaching practices and
behind the new strategies with which
they were becoming familiar through the
course. Additional discussion and

stimulating and directly applicable to
their teaching assignments. They found
the "workshop" sessions to be particu-
larly valuable and reported much the
same about their field assignments.

At the beginning of the semester, stu-
dents were asked to identify the four or
five most important challenges to be
faced in their teaching assignments that
term. At the end of the course, when
asked to reassess this list, they reported
either that they had moved beyond these
challenges or that they had come to see
them as structural elements of teaching
which would require their continued
attention. It was a pleasure to note that
they all expressed increased confidence in
their ability to teach, and. more impor-
tantly, in their ability to learn from their
own teaching experience.

"As one person put it, 'I've learned to treat the classroom situa-
tion .r.Is theatre...in which a lot is going on, only some of which I.
can directly control...and to enjoy it more.' "

Jon Wagner, Coordinator, School of Education

review were scheduled for subsequent
class meetings. This "back-anchforth"
structure of the class encouraged students
to constantly examine the interrelation.
ship between educational theory and
teaching practice.

One of the more stimulating aspects of
the course for both students and the
instructor emerged from examining
teaching issues across the different
departments represented (English,
Anthropology, Political Science. etc.).
The variety of subject areas was espe-
cially evident during the last two weeks
of the term, when each student presented
within the practicum itself a lesson
developed through his or her own subject
area teaching assignment. Analysis of
these presentations revealed a variety of
teaching approaches, each of which could
be effective in its own right, an Pummel)!
valuable lesson for the developing
teacher.

Student response to the course was
quite positive. Those enrolled reported
that the practicum sessions were both

As the principal instructor and archi.
tees for this course, I approached it with
about equal amounts of curiosity and
commitment. For whatever reason, in
the space of the semester, the graduate
students seemed to move to a similar
position in terms of their own teaching.
As one person put it, "I've learned to
treat the classroom situation as theater..
. in which a lot is going on, only some of
which I can directly control. . . and to
enjoy it more."

I don't know her students, but I'm wil.
ling to bet that as she gets greater
rewards from her teaching, they will too.
That's a good reason to try something
like this, at least once. The fact that it
might be working is a good reason to try
again. We'll be offering this course again
in fall 1985 and spring 1986, and we will
be developing a similar course for Gra.
duate Student Instructors working in
areas that require demanding quantita-
tive assignments of undergraduate stu-
dents.

TA Training Program
Engineered For Success
F.C. Hurlbut, PROFESSOR
VICE -CHAIR for INSTRUCTION
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Approximately five years ago, the
Department of Mechanical Engineering
instituted a seminar for teaching assis-
tants entitled the "Teaching of Mechani-
cal Engineering at the University Level."
Generally managed by the two depart.
merit Vice Chairmen, the course is
currently taught by Professor Dan Mote,
Vice Chairman for Graduate Studies,
and myself. After four terms of shared
participation, I have identified three cen-
tral goals which direct our approach.

Our first goal is to introduce the teach.
ing assistants to the broad array of com
ponents essential to the teaching experi-
ence. This is particularly important
since TAs in our department do not give
formal lectures where new material is
developed and do not prepare or read
final examinations. Neverthellss, the
TAs do lead discussions and manage
laboratory sections. In doing so. they
shed new light on troublesome concepts
and analyses. In order to seri e the
instructor and their students well, the
TAs must become familiar with the vari-
ous aspects er their craft. Cosequently
in our seminar we specifically address the
appropriate character of homes:lark. how
to deal with examinations and grading.
as well as finals and term projects.

Providing a forum for discussion of
educational policy and issues of impor-
tance to TAs as instructors and as gradu-
ate students has been our second goal.

We have found it useful to stimulate
such discussion in light of ongoing
faculty concern ar' the more immediate
TA concur*. Accordingly, seminar par-
ticipants discuss such topics as the prel-
iminary exam process, exploring various
degree programs and investigating
parameters for dissertations and theses.

Our third interest has been to provide
a time and place for focused, but often
unplanned, frank expressions of opinion.
Both Professor Mote and I have profited
substantially from student views of
department policies and educational
needs, while the students have also
gained new insights and developed new
perspectives.

One particularly unusual and success-
ful aspect of the seminar is our team
approach. Class members are organized
into teams of three or four. Each team
develops position paper listing positive
and negative aspects of such topics as
formal discussion sections versus indivi-
dual counseling. A presentation is made
by one team member, the ensuing discus-
sion is chaired by a second member and
a five minute wrap-up is given by a third
team member. A one -page summary is
prepared and submitted two weeks later.
In our experience, the discussion is lively
and wide-ranging.

Addressing the three major concerns
for TA training with this team approach
ha. made "Teaching Mechanical
Engineering At The University Level" a
particularly useful and valuable tool for
TAs in our department.
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Scandinavian Seminar:
Scenes From TA Training

John Lindow, PROFESSOR
SCANDINAVIAN

MarIanne Stolen, VISITING LECTURER
SCANDINAVIAN

The Scandinavian Department faces
an unusual problem in that it offers
instruction in three foreign languages
(Danish, Norwegian, Swedish) at the
beginning, intermediate, and adsenced
levels, often without multiple sections,
and with a relatively small graduate stu-
dent population to draw on for teachers.
Although the languages are closely
related, textbooks never are, so coordi.
=tint instruction in the three languages
is difficult. Indeed, it is only in recent
years that coordination across languages
has been attempted, and 1984-85 was the
first year in which a language coordinator
was added to the staff. Her duties
include, besides formal supervision of all
undergraduate language instruction in
the department, the teaching of a
pedagogical seminar (Scandinavian 300).

All teaching assistants ordinarily
between 6 and 9 enroll in Scandina-
vian 300 which meets twice a week. The
first class meeting of the week is devoted
to presentation of pedagogical theory and
practice. The second is open for discus.
sion. The small size of the group and
similarities of the languages to be taught
make it possible to anticipate and deal
with many of the common problems new
and even experienced Graduate Student
Instructors (GSIs) in our department
face. At the beginning of the term, the
course attempts to develop a teaching
plan covering the first two weeks of the
semester to meet essential educational
and social needs of the students.

Of special importance throughout the
term is the devising of language function
sheets which focus on typical formulaic
expressions for expressing functions such
as greeting. leave.taking, introduction of
self and others, asking for opinions,
expressing like and dislike, and so forth.
We also try to equip TA; with the skills
necessary to make optimal use of these
materials, including the social skills
necessary to promote a classroom atmo-
sphere conducive to relaxed and informal
interaction among the students, 'and
teaching skills stressing meaningful com-
munication rather than repetitive drills.

Finally, this training process for TA:
has enabled us to construct and accumu-
late a file of useful supplementary audio
and video teaching materials. These
resources allow TAs to see and hear
specific instructional methods and their
impact on students.
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GSIs Psyched For Training
Donald Riley, egorESsoa
PSYCHOLOGY

For the past several years. the Psychol-
ogy pep IHRIGH has offered a required
training course for all new Graduate Stu-
dent Instructors (GS1s). The course is
organized and overseen by two faculty
members. but the primary responsibility
for the veek.toweek activities is in the
hands of' a senior graduate student with
extensive experience as a teaching assis-
tant. In previous years the seminar has
run approximately 12 weeks with the last

videos
of the semester given over to the
aping of GS! performances and

feedback.

During the seminar portion of the
course. a range of topics are discussed
including such issues as what to do in
the first class meeting: how to ,et partici-
pation from students in discussion sec-
tions; how to evaluate student perfor-
mance; teaching styles and strategies;
pros and cons of the lecturing method;
problems and principles of examination
giving; use of campus facilities as aids to
good teaching: and ethical issues that
arise in teaching.

Our experience with this course has
led us to several conclusions. First. one
of the most important aspects of the
seminar is that it provides a support
group for individuals during their first
teaching experience. The GSIs benefit
greatly from having a forum in which to
discuss their problems and to share solu-
tions. It is probably appropriate that no
member of the faculty be present during
these discussions.

Second, perhaps equally important is
that new Graduate Student Instructors
can gain a perspective on varieties of
expectations a.td approaches to teaching.
Throughout successive weeks, the CS's
in the course meet with faculty members
who discuss their views on good teaching
and what they try to do, and then with

undergraduates who describe what they
look for in good instructors and GSIs.
These kinds of discussions make clear
that there is no single answer to the
question of good teaching and simultane-
ously fulfill the GSI's role as an
intermediary between the students and
the faculty.

Third. the course is more valuable
when the GS! participants are con-
currently teaching their own sections.
Those who take the course in the fall but
do not teach until the spring benefit less.
This is primarily because new GSIs who
are also new students must learn many
things about time management: how to
be a GSI, a student, and a researcher all
at the same time.

Fourth, the videotaping and feedback
has, in our experience, been more nese.
tive than positive in its effect. New GSIs
find it threatening and rather unnening.
Video feedback may be a moresolution.
ate technique after a GSI has some
experience and feels reasonably secure.
While the potential value of videotaping
and feedback is undeniable, the manner
in which it is introduced and how it is
used is of special importance. There are
some interesting alternatives to videotap-
ing. We sometimes provide tape simula-
tions of teaching with feedback from an
informed critic. GM are encouraged to
visit other classes and sections with
observation checklists no that the 051
an think critically about what works
and what doesn't.

During the coming year we will offer
the seminar both in the fall and spring
semesters. Having omitted the videotape
process and drawing from our experi-
ence. we have concluded that the course
is most effectively taught in seven or
eight weeks. New GSIs teaching for the
first time that semester will be required
to take the seminar. We have been
pleased with our training course and
GSIs have commented on its value and
effectiveness.

Slavic 301:
Video Nyetworking
Helps TAs

Ilearyka Yakusbev, LECTURER
SLAVIC LANGtMGES AND LITERATURE

Approximately 500 students enroll in
first and second year Russian language
classes each year, receiving instruction
from 12 or 13 teaching assistants. in
essence these graduate students are not
assistants at all. From the first day of
teaching they have complete responsibil-
ity for a class and are expected to per.
form their teaching duties as best as pos-
sible. Yet prior to starting their assign.
merits, there is rarely a single Graduate
Student Instructor (051) who has taught
before; most of them have never even
stood in front of a class. In view of this.
the Slavic Department consider the
teaching assistantship as a kind of
apprenticeship and provides the TA:
with a carefully designed training pro-
gram which consists of:

a presemester workshop, held during
she last week of summer vacation;

the seminar pracsicum. Slavic Teach-
ing Methods, which provides the TAs
with continued supervision.

This seminar precticum. Slavic 301
Teaching Meihodology in 'Russian
Instruction. is required for all first time
TAs as well as those assigned to a new
level of instruction. During weekly
mutiny, With the instructor. GS1s dis-
cuss such topics as menial teaching
methods, design of supplementary course
materials, use of the language laboratory.

At this meeting the GSIs themselves
often comment perceptively about their
instructional methods in the videotaped
lesson. The tape plays the role of a map
nifying glass for the GSIs who tend to be
more critical of their own performances
than any other observer would be. Thus.
the supervisor has the task of helping the
Graduate Student Instructor separate
significant problems from things whkh
have little to do with being an effective
teacher and giving the 051 some con.
structive suggestions for correcting real
weaknesses.

I have noticed that for some Graduate
Student Instructors the first videotaping
session seems a painful experience, but
the confidentiality of the viewing and
supportive individual discussion seems
to change their attitudes. GSIs often
approach the second taping. held several
weeks after the first, more favorably. pay.
ing less attention to their physical
appearance and the minor details of their
performance. Repeated videotaping
throughout the semester allows the GS1s
to try new techniques and to see the
changes in their teaching behavior over
time.

Keeping these tapes for more than one
year allows us to demonstrate concrete
evidence of GS! progress during their
teaching career. The preservation of
these tapes has been made possible by a
grant from the Committee on Graduate
Student Instructors allowing us to pun.
chase a set of our own videotapes which
we may keep and use again as needed.
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Grant received from the Center for
Slavic and East European Studies has
enabled the Slavic Department to acquire
equipment for viewing videotapes.

Besides the immediate benefits for the
GS1s. the videotapes can become a per.
gement tool for the training of teachers.

"The tape p!ays the role of a magnifying glass for the
GSIs who tend to be more critical of their own perfor-
mance than any other observer would bfl."

Hearyka Yakusher, Lecturer. Stark Languages

coordination with other discussion sec-
tions, and any other pertinent subject.
The Graduate Student Instructors are
given continued guidance and support
through our department's 300-level train-
ing seminar.

Videotaping plays a subsumial role in
both parts of the OS's' training. As their
supervisor, I first used videotapes as an
educational tool in 1913. At the begin-
ning of each semester, all GSIs are video-
taped teaching the same laws. within
each level of instruction, so that inter-
perm comparisons of their uerforoiance
can be readily made. The videotaping Is
prearranged and covers the entire class-
room hour. A professional camera
operator from the Office of Educational
Television and Radio tapes the session.
focusing on the students as well as the
GSIs. Following this procedure the TA
views the tape alone and 1, as the TA
supervisor. also view it privately. Then
we meet for a confidential discussion.

By editing and compiling tapes of classes
conducted during the previous academic
years. I am preparing a wide variety of
specialized "model videotapes" and
organizing them into a reference video
library. The library will be composed of
tapes which demonstrate different meth°.
dialogical aspects of teaching. Having
before them a model videotape Broom.
ing various teaching strategies dealing
with one teaching topic. the GSIs will be
able to choose those techniques that
appeal to their personal temperaments
and ways of teaching. The benefit of
such model videotapes is that the Grad*.
ate Student Instructors have a source to
refer so and an opportunity to see both a
technique and a topic put into practice.

Videotapes have been a tremendous
asset for the Slavic Department. They
have proven to be a useful and versatile
tool in both the shontemt and long-term
training of Russian language teachers.

Tune In:
Tips For Viewing Videotape

Videotape evaluation can be a useful
way to improve one's teaching
effectiveness. Graduate Student Instrue.
tors. or faculty members. can arrange for
a professional camera operator to video-
tape a portion of their class. The Office
of Educational Television and Radio (2-
2333) provides this videotaping service,
at no charge, to all UC8 departments
during the hours of 3 to 5. Monday
through Friday.

When arranging the videotaping pro.
cess. it is important to consider the fol.
lowing

which 15.30 minute section of the
class will be videotaped (beginning.
middle, end);

where the camera should be focused
(on students, on the instructor or on
both);

informing students beforehand that the
class will be taped.

Viewing and analyzing a videotape of
classroor.. work can be quite rewarding.
but it can also be extremely challenging.
Many people see things they do not like
about themselves, especially in terms of
physical appearance (e g., weight. pos-
ture, mannerisms). Keep in mind that
these are exaggerated on tape, are less
noticeable and distracting in real life,
and, in any case, have little or nothing to
do with being an effective teacher. A
quick review of a sLort segment of the
tape (5.10 minutes) soon after the video.
taping process can help instructors con-
front some of their initial qualms about
viewing themselves on tape.

Alter this initial review, the instructor
should view the tape again all the way
through, focusing on the following ques-
tions:

how prepared was the instructor?
did the instructor explain things
clearly?

10

was clautime used effectively?

what was the nature of the interactions
between the Instructor and students?

did students seem interested in the
material and the instructor?

was the physical layout of the class
room conducive to learning?

to what extent did students participate
in discussions?

how effective were the instructor's
questions?

in what ways could the class be
improved?

In order to .lew the class in an objec-
tive manner, consider these topics as
though observing someone else's teach-
ing.

Arranging for and evaluating a second
videotape later during the semester can

allow the instructor to focus specifically
on improvement. During the second
viewing, look fort

aspects of teaching which have
improved;

new teaching strategies which have
been implemented.

The Office of Educational Develop.
ment (2-6392) will provide faculty and
GSIs with evaluation forms and advice
for videotape viewing.

The campus also houses videotape
libraries with pertinent materials for era.
duate student instruction. The Office of
Educational Television and Radio has a
videotape collection of GM and faculty
members teaching in various disciplines.
These can be viewed individually or used
as part of a departmental TA training
program. In addition ETR has a series
of fifteen' minute tams produced by
UCLA on aspects of effective teaching.
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Grants to Improve Teaching and Learning
Academic Senate

Council on Educational Development Committee on Teaching

GRANTS AWARDED FOR 1985
CED Instructional Improvement Grants

Sveth.a Mp,m. Hisrry of Art: Purshawig
$ computer so prepare and updaie slide bus
(or lecture proups.

All Ti... Mca.N. Development Sludme
DeveLoPsn a tow course sod- igdiovnus%
matcnati in Oevtlovmeni idseE Land,
Labor slid Work lithe Thrd Wotid.

C. S. )liki. oen*ry £ P.esource Mssapr.
meet: Devetopsiti a sew ipbomote course in
computer ptrsimtittn and app Icationi.

P,wt l..s.ls... (sty A Reposal Pins.
ning linprosini the dtuin slid orpnu$lIOn
of case sts4ses foe IDS 24%: The Uthast
EitvsroOment.

V.111k. lrral& Meredith MiaMi,.
Clauses Splp.r A H.adk II... SANS:

Ionisg a new course Racial and Ethnic
Dimensions In Health and Medical Delivesy
Care.

David C.IIl.t. Political Science Redesiis.
tn Political Science 3.1 ioset.4iinlois course
oil research methods.

Ak. S. F.... Chemical Engiseenn Pro.
vammtts computer slmululloan and convert.
i complier peaces; coOtrol fo, Chenucsl
Engineenapll2i.ainscs arid Colrol of

P1.1 Cemp.,. Plant & Soil Lolog
Developit4 sudssuiaual inOdvk of Hoeliens
California had use ewnples and eapasdsvig
asdiosisual tvtOesal station.

Asthir CM. SECt Updating soAnnrt,
hardonse sad manuals (or Computer Science

Kdek ChIli.. Forestry A Resource Manage.
meat: *ttliliCtuflag and developing
eoip.iW4.etesi asugestwtsn foe Foeestty 110
Forest aed Wilditad Ecosotrucs.

Sabers Gia...e. llok,y: Preducina a leach.
slide cclh.ctao foe Isology ii labors.

tor.es.

J,bo .1. Gm. Astbeoology: Adding a
eafat1kied laboratory foe qualitative
*naluls O(tthaogtsphk Idd dat*.

F. A. Hamol. Aalkr000legy: Denhoping $
Sew course sa antatopoloVcsl demogripay
and Maing isliling bibhioçaplsy.

Anibosy Haymie, Chemistry: Costtpuicth.
lug hammock proedein sets (or thenncdyna.
tries asd aw.ssucal mechanics.

toss Hunkla. Mstliesoitki and Suer.a
CbS.. SFSAME Creating a computer groplilci
library (or ches'sistry and calcvlau instruction
In the Proteutonal Development Program.

V.lUb. .hlly. Chrmhtry: Producing video.
tapes at genersl laboratory procedum (or
(rnhman elsemiotsy.

Ira N. Lapidus. Hutlo.y Developing a
nader and itides on hlamic and Middle
Eastern history.

3.., MtSay A Mesedith Pthe.lohy Sub-
ject A: Sauitmer iat.guqe trirsang (or rarcig.
TAs.

Shelda. Mwp.s. Public health: Providing
a twoday wothihop Foe (scully and students
to review cumcuium dcstlopmetit (or Public
Health nutnuco courses.

Hussy Mliii,. Social Wel(,re Devok.ging
and purchasing soflwate (or Instruction so
social w.lfare.

Cauy. Penn. Womenn Studies and Tiny
South.... Sociology: £spaedtsg videotape
collection (or Wonwna Studies media library.

Grub.. Ps.ell. Civil £ngioinsng
Developimig a sew course is eootputetaided
structural er.giaeeils4 design.

Jab. *aadhl,. SANS and Ssepk. II...
Education: Essabliahlag a health and medical
sppteiiticeihip pmogrsm.

Duds Sian.. Environmein,l Sciessceic
Developing a trader along with TA training
wattihopa foe Ea'vltcuaneotol Science 10.

espenmental graduate course Civil Eriameer.
lag 251A: Plsmerscal Methods ii Hydraulic

El...., 5.11. Lauc Deveingeng sad design.
lag teshiasaitrsaho For academic sad skilla
law course Eusdeacs Advocacy.

S.aM TukaM a Larry H.jk.. Asian.
Atnunfan Stedior The Ethnic Studies rewards
and publacatsoea pvejecst establishing the
focvllylaisdest research group.

(bob Thn.p..s. SECt Developisg
software for uadezyaduale .Icroprocesaor
laboeatoey. Computer Scserices 134.

luau Wad, Music Piocildung (or the
depurimeala per?oetnanco pesgea..

Mamaiss Wabs. Zoology:. Organizing arid
creating a cstaisguc of the soolcgy teschi.g
collection.

Committee on Graduate Student Instructors
GRANTS AWARDED FOR 1985-86

CS! Training Grants

Mllta. A.te,.ds. Spanish & Portuguese
Course l*ado,u (or lower division Spanish
course: Prpservsce orientation session (Or flew
TA5.

Mkha.i Iscaway. Sociology: Orientation
workshops and oeittunata (or TAn.

Jack (lola A Christie. Sebusfor. political
Science Watkthops. a bindbcok and evaiss.
lion procedures (or TM.

Rabby Cuban. Graduate Assembly: Oeicnta.
tint conference. workshops, handbook and
newsletter (of TAt: A handbook (or foreign

Fals. Ca Nurser A Lu.
Chentisity: Oneatatlon.

ad Mautr TA (at lower division

Irinurd Gldevd. Educatiorc 300.lcvet
use (or TAs In the social sciences. bunuanl.
I and professional schools.

CED Instructional Travel
Grants

Mania Ci.i.eaaa. Psschcio$y: Prsicipstms$
so the Internallonhl Research Orlanizatloiv
Society (or Test Astucly Retearch so Dusael-
iloif. Gcrotany.

Jady Dli.. L. Journalisnv Presenting
survey results at the A.aocsalson (of Educallon
in Journalism and Mass Commsnscations
Annual Convention In Meispisso. Tennessee.

Katharine MIII... Anthropology: AsltndiM
a wick long workshop at MIT on the AnihtO
pology Of FOOd and Food Probiesits.

Catted ilu.. French: New stasdari
cosnspsrbeelhC test, to be adoslalsterc,
TAaintltett$ectlons.

Jam. McKay A MeredIth PIk..luky.
ject A: Langoagt training for (orcipa TM.

J.mpb Mitch. Germaor Orienz
workshop and seminars (or TM.

O.e.M Silty. Ptycholugy: Ei$hl.wrek
Inst (eq new TM.

Rubert R.blehaas. lousy: Minuali
TM and Mailer TAa.

Mirla.as Stalin. Scandinavian: lou
Sic (or TAn.

Liars 0Aa4s.a T,iam. Ec000mleE II
book. worhikeps and evaluation profit
(cTAt.

flearba YuLasber. Slavic l.ar.gs
Three.day onentalion wottahop (or TA5.

Committee n Graduate
Student Instructors

CS! TRAINING GRANTS
DEADLINE

Applicatiotto for 19E6 are due

FrUay,ApdI 11, 0*6

Wdtu guidelines isylIcailans aad
csas.katha us issUable thesogh

lb. Oc. alEdecatii.al Develagmual
273 Siepbieas. 642.352
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GRANTS AWARDED FOR 1985
COT Minigrants

Gaiety Amrp.y A J.*my Firs. Near
Eastern Sludieic Preparing __ tepeoductiosi
foe display in Mo$tt Library of the an of the
ancseti hear East frost ,ulsth,c ..jnes so she
full of the Penaaa Erngeee.

MIII.. Aimed.. Spanish A Poelugvesc
Developing s.pphenwnsarp oral and wisuiea
taurcism arid creative writing Mttnalo (or
Spaiab 4: lisenssrd.ase Spanish.

Zkh.d l.sh. Social Wet(srt Purchasing
one videotape Md producing three others
showing climCsl practice mitts victims of (am.

Cuing. Dali, A DavId Sosasek. South A
Southeast Asian Studsee Prod.cssg 100 slides
of aechaelogscui ar4 aschstectsral subjects
.11.aivilsng sualeelul derelopmesus (tons Neal.
lshgpenothros5.usansaa period I. Iris.

(bark. D,hk.r. liocisestistry: Purchasing
a pr3ecior far lechesslatry 102.

Aadi..y seihy. Mchiteetwe PurcPsaa.
lag t)pagsgh7 equipment (or visual Studies
cosnm I. archisectare.

(lis Fasihob.,. Spanish & Poatasgatse
MiuoSimustmeasiecnipee o(tM dukes of Fee.
ian Nasen (5g..) Far sal' .ctst.al use.

Peal Cusp.,, Plait £ ScsI Itelogy: Creat
lag an aediovissal tutarsal wretitatlo. tot
plasm i4 soil biology.

Omme. Ce*s, GeegreØr. Puectiasiog
pe,psmt roe remote ssing aid car.

Latiipsc Preputtag a collectaos o dialogues
so be used ha lest year 1.uasan courses.

Jab. MuSs, Energy A Rmoureeuc Pstschaa-
lag NOVA StImupe ii acid as foe Energy
*ResoscceO2.QaastisaUn, aipecot 0(510.

P.C. litwel A Gary Leba Ajthropel

Tissa. Ji.da. Lanc Proputtag a sew
course isaOvataos aid tie Law.

C..s Klehpsakh, Spanish A Pornsg'rcse
Prep.nagshsdusaupurchosssg videotapes on

fl.... Isqus.,, History: Producing 2$0

Nissone Prepatlag $00 slides
I. lltks.d 20thcenturybis'

David Uib.. Lauc Prepating a sew
count (or legal stuolee Tie Making of
Modern Coaluisticaalsias.

Marcia Uaa. £ducstlost Mminisuzitisg
- analyzing computer course performance
quesli000sirt (or Cein,uter Science SO.

Judy Lyeeh. Journalizas Developird legal
sad lournalittic ssssterats foe mediS us

Psi., M.adss.. Social Vel(ate Produci
a teaching videotape showing thc afecta
akalsol and drug advertising on ieIfAaIagn.
seas, o(contmusssty. and pmsasl aapsraisoes.

Robert Masil.. Feeelo.y: Convening maim.
frame public domain campsite software on
wildlife Ire science inS vaangenseal fee use
on llM.XTsnicrscompsiers.'

Cirelyw Murehant. CIS sad'ba, Gait.
5ESAME Producing ii sudionsua.nrnsasta.
con depicting the hustorsesl evelw'on o(
western csiltusis percopsiase of tank tad
manure.

.1

M.rnigub Mhabisr. PsAlic Heu.a. Develop.
lag a sew course esaansalag change preceises

I

is health behsvssr at the Iadivtdisal. cuusaun.
ity. sa.iutstio.al aid sscseiul levels.

DMd.r IS. Oak.. Draalatic Mv Puichu..
lag a SM. celheenso. a. theatrical prodisctloa
(rots the Groth penqd is the pessuat.

J.sa'Ptina Pa..... a Hurst 1151.1. Archi.
lecture Prepatsag a Nuder s.d slides foe
Architecture 1)0: Design fl.onus aid
Methods,

Jab. laudHu. SAMS sad Ss.Øsa lImo,
£d.est,oa Supgsnlag efwia a. establish a
health sad medical agpeeaticeshlp pragesm.

Stsakospean Sims.

1. V.5. Sassy. Masisiola Science &
Mineral £.poeenfrig Devrls,u.g macmen...
pinner sottnart foe teaching mineral sad patti-
cilIate asisese..

Call Sehilur. Architeenwe Crusting di...
rooms enpeflaaeats to dewso.sseue prs.cCsIus
o(thersiuh science.

Cusee 3.hsh & Vul Dtyaanu51s. Near
hat.. Staslien tsttod.ciag c,avensaole.al
palette, and otil prewatatiaao fee Twtiahs II
enslw Vi4origingTwkish dsodeps.s.

Jawph Sosish. LECt U,idozla.te5l Operating Spitewl and

r.g Thu.... Au,o.Aaesicass Studiric
Eatiblishiag a enmapmosutlaed bthussgespby Sn
block nomen I. America. asciety.

alot
mastivs (or lislogy 120: hasnaducisos I.
Coenparstsve Virology.

Mlehs.l isisumu.. Ecønounicuc Conductisig
an amuse student ae.suaar et Tandem Corn.
puter Csrpoentlos.

*.bu.e Zsekar. Ph>ilclegy.Anatorny:
Develcpsng coevtef eiercta.s (or Ph5itclogy
tOuL Cellular arid Hesiroirgscal Plsusology
Labscatory.

I

OUTSTANDING TEACHING ASSISTANT ;
AND TEACHING ASSOCIATE AWARD

I
' Depastunentil aomluatlons'duei Friday; Much 7,1986I' '.

a *

Information about this award progrim is as'ailablc from lb.
Office ofEducational Development. 273 Stephens Hall, 642.6392

.5 *-PfI..

Outstanding TM Stand Out:

Committee Honors Teaching

Recently, the Committee ott Teaching
(COT) initialed an airarda program to
revogutize the vital contributions made by
graduate student inllnjctora to teaching
at Berkeley. Tlsrouajs this program, the
COT makes available ccrtsllcates of dii.
tlaciion for presentation to Teaching
Msistnts sad Icadilag Associates
selected by their departments. In 1914.
1$. 170 TAo frosti 4$ departments
received the Outstudlttg Teaching Aisle.
laiN Award.

Recognizing that the criteria for out.
Standing teaching by graduate student
instructors will vary among disciplines.
the COT has placed re$p005sbflily a.t the
departmcntal level for selecttng the
Teaching Assistasta and Associates who.
will receive the award. Some depart-
meals charge their departmental commit-
tee on teaching or intlrucliolul sl'airs

wills selecting oututandiag graduate atu.
dent instructors; some units have associ.
sled studctst organizations that tetcci
TAo (or recognition.

Secaute excellcncc its graduate student
instruction is often not formally ack.
nowledged or rcwirdcd, the COT wishes
to encourage depsrtmenta to participate
iii this progta It provides the campus.
as well as the department, with a vehicle
for enpressing apprecialioss and admiri.
lion (or excellence its teaching at the gem.
duste issudenl level. All names submitted
by March 7, 1916 will be eligible tot the
1953-16 awards. Departments or gradu.
ate chairs wishing to roccgnize their Oust.
stantdin$ TAi siscoild contact the Office of
Educational Development. 273 Stephena
(2.6392) for lsttosntatlon and guidcltncl.


